Assessment Forms CD-ROM

All of the assessment forms are available either in reproducible form in the Assessment Forms book or as printable PDF files on the Assessment Forms CD-ROM. On the CD-ROM, you can navigate to 4 different tabs: Recording Forms, Summary Forms, Optional Assessments, and Resources. The CD-ROM allows you select which forms you desire, view the files in Adobe Reader, and print them as you wish.

RECORDING FORMS

You can select, view, and print the Recording Forms by level, title, or genre. You can also print them with enlarged book text for easier reading and coding.
SUMMARY PAGES
Summary forms for a single assessment conference and forms for tracking a student’s progress are readily accessible by viewing the Summary Pages Tab.
Forms include:

- Assessment Summary
- Bi-Annual, Tri-Annual, Quarterly Assessment Summaries
- Annual Record of Reading Progress
- Longitudinal Record of Reading Progress

To view and print summary forms, select documents individually or by type and click View Selected.
OPTIONAL ASSESSMENTS
Included under the Optional Assessments Tab are a variety of assessments that can be utilized to gain additional knowledge about a student’s reading. Each optional assessment includes three parts: Instructions, Scoring Sheet, and Student Form. Each part of the optional assessments can be viewed and/or printed. To help you make decisions about which optional assessments to administer, you can also view and print the entire list to use as a reference.
RESOURCES
The Resources tab includes charts that summarize key benchmark assessment procedures.

- **Fountas and Pinnell Assessment at-a-Glance** details the steps in the assessment conference.
- **Coding Errors** is a reminder chart of the conventions for recording oral reading behavior.
- **Coding, Counting, and Scoring at-a-Glance** displays all elements of oral reading evaluation.
- **Scoring and Analyzing at-a-Glance** summarizes how to make the final calculations and observations.
- **Guide for Observing and Noting Reading Behaviors** lists questions to ask yourself about the ways a reader is processing text.
- **Fountas & Pinnell Text Gradient** correlates Fountas and Pinnell levels with grade levels.

To view and print resources, select documents individually or by type and click View Selected.